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Abstract 

Past scholars tended to focus on the leadership techniques of success managers, 

but the current trend is to focus on the basic principles of management, which is often 

referred to as team-building. In this research, I compared the differences in traditional 

culture, social structure, education system and politics framework between China and 

West in order to discuss the necessary technique for doing team-building in Chinese 

companies and how those techniques are different from team building techniques used 

in Western management. Two main questions that this research sought to answer: 1. 

How to create sustained high performance when building effective teams in China? 2. 

What are the difference in leading abilities in China and the Western world? Through 

qualitative research methods and deep interview with business owners in China and 

West, this research has made several discoveries:  

1. It is important to have a practical goal that can generate resonates among team 

members.  

2. Chinese have the ability to effectively utilize interpersonal relationships (Guanxi in 

Mandarin Chinese) and lead organizations based on western culture; the difference 

between China and Western management culture is that Western management culture 

focuses on individualism and equality; While Chinese management culture focuses on 

authority, risk aversion and conservative investment.  

3. China and Western managements also have different views on contracts. Relatively 

speaking, Chinese management focuses on the personalities while West focuses on 

written rules.  

4. Different concepts on respecting others: Employees in Western organization focus 

on individual freedoms while organizations in China focus on collaborative efforts.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction  

The purpose of this thesis focuses on delivering the insights and providing an 

evaluation on the topic “Necessary skills for leaders to build effective teams in China” 

and the subtitle derived from the main title, which is “A difference comparison 

between China and the West” Proper discussions on these two topics are valuable to 

ensure sufficient scope of researches is done to prepare for good findings.  

Different culture management means manage a team with members or matters 

from different backgrounds. It is a newly emerging concept around the globe. 

Multi-national corporations typically have organizations with teams from different 

countries and regions, and such organizations have different entrepreneurial cultures. 

The emergence of cross-cultural management is the product of globalization. 

Globalized economy has put people from all different corners together to do business. 

In essence, cross-cultural management is an art of how to mitigate cultural conflicts 

(Robbins, 2001). 

The reason this comprehensive research was made was to contrast the advantages 

and disadvantages between Chinese and Western management methods. Typically, 

we accept the ideas that people should have both hard skills and soft skills to maintain 

a successful leadership; but in china expect for these two skills, they also need 

specific third aspect skills ‘Guanxi’ in some business conditions. ‘Guanxi’ 

relationship is a specific way to do business, whatever what kind of job or business 

you want to do, only if you have strong personal background ‘Guanxi’ with some 

useful and important people in China, then you can easily to get achievement and 
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more benefits. Westerners do business using the team's strength, Chinese do business 

more using the power of ‘Guanxi’ relationship. This phenomenon has existed in 

China for a very long while, that’s why I want to explore what is leader should really 

do and how to build a good team in company. 

During my working experience in Sweden, I didn’t feel much pressure in my team 

and my manager always instructed me in good temper in details. Interactions between 

me and my colleagues were smooth and there weren’t any trickeries or backstabbing 

among team members; yet after I returned to China all of the sudden I felt pressure 

from team members and instructions were not given directly by my boss unless I 

cultivated my relationship with him further. 

It is exactly because of my working experience that allows me to see some of the 

Chinese management characters in teams in Western cultures. For example, while 

personal relationship is one of the focuses of Chinese managements, in Western 

culture, the order given by manager is usually very clear and misunderstanding rarely 

occurs. My working experience has allowed me to rethink whether the Western 

management culture and Chinese management culture can integrate and create a 

better leadership management despite their differences. 

This study in chapter one includes introduction, objectives, research limit, 

research contribution and research topics 

1.2. Objectives 

Management differences in Chinese and Western culture: Western management 

focuses on rational monitoring and Chinese management methods are more personal 

and philosophical. Even though it is common to hear people saying that management 

belongs to the school of art, management methods and textbooks as we see on daily 
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basis are based on Western culture which emphasis rationality and science. 

Rationality and scientific methods cover not just managements but also marketing, 

psychology, sociology……and just like all other fields that are related to business. In 

other words, management methods based on pure science are both operational and 

comprehensive and it sounds like that with Western management methods, everything 

in the textbooks can be applied to actual business cases and sometimes Chinese 

managers simply do not have confidence in Western management methods because 

they are too “technical” and do not show any human or art elements. 

Chinese culture focuses on interpersonal relationship and emphasizes "ruling an 

organization like ruling a family"; and Western culture emphasizes on executing 

orders with established rule. If we pay close attention to the development of Western 

and Chinese culture, we can discover that Chinese has focused on human resource 

management for a long period of time in history while Westerners have been 

perfecting the details in management procedures. 

Hence, for both Western and Chinese companies, their actions are more or less 

affected by cultural influence and organizations in China focus more on "emotion and 

family-bonds" while Western management focuses more on "rationality and rule”, or 

to say, Chinese management is more about "people" while Western management is 

more about "rules". 

However, when people are asked about Chinese management methods, most of 

people could not come up with a concrete answer yet do recognize its existence. This 

is perhaps due to the fact that Chinese management methods do not have fixed texts 

and are more of vague philosophies implied in Confucius teaching in politics and 

governing (Renaud & Murray, 2003).  
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With this thinking “Is it true?”, this research to accomplish the following 

objectives after understanding the differences between Western and Chinese 

management culture: 

First, creating a comparative analysis between Chinese and Western culture; 

Second, proposing effective management and leadership in multicultural teams after 

understanding the differences between Chinese and Western management cultures. 

1.3. Limitation of This Study 

This research aims at comparing the management styles in West and in China. 

However, since in this research Sweden is chosen as the representative of Western 

management, hence the sample selection has become a limit and future researchers 

can try to compare management styles in US and in South Korea, for example. 

1.4. Research Contributions 

This research, through understanding the difference between management 

culture and leaderships in China and in West, attempted to provide reference for 

establishing an efficient management method for future managers so they can 

establish multicultural teams effectively in their own organizations. In my research, 

personal relationship management seems to be originated from China, which is an 

interesting fact. Hence I wanted to apply such concept to Western management. 

1.5. Research Questions 

Most of Chinese managers hold implicit Confucius philosophy in their 

management styles due to their educations and upbringing. For example, in a business 

conference in western world, it is possible for managers to argue in the conference 
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while still make friends after the meeting, the probably of such event taking place in 

Chinese business world is much smaller because most of people will attempt to repair 

the “faces” of each other after arguing (Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986). 

Managements who understand the differences between Chinese and Western 

culture will develop leadership style that is different from conventional management 

style and forge unique teams. With the above mentioned experience, I purpose two 

research questions as below: 

(1) How to create sustained high performance when building effective teams in 

China? 

(2) What are the differences in leading abilities in china and the western world? 
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2. Research Method 

2.1. Research Criteria for Choosing Research Methods 

The interviewees in this research are managers, who have worked either in China 

or in the West. This research focuses on the differences in thoughts and experiences 

between Chinese and Western managers, and seeks to understand how those managers 

think and provide advises for future group leaders. 

After taking in account of the research topic and the facets to be investigated, this 

research adopts a qualitative research method of content analysis. This research 

describes and analyzes each case through interviews and qualitative data and develops 

a management concept structure related to the research theme. Some of the research 

methods used in the research are: literature analysis and in-depth interview. As the 

following, I will describe two research methods in details. 

2.2. Literature Analysis 

   Literature analysis means to comprehensively understand the task through 

previous studies and documents related to it. Literature analysis seeks to collect a 

variety of related texts and then analyze them to understand the background, 

implication, and influence of the studied subject. 

   This research used literature analysis to seek differences between China and the 

West in management culture and team-building and critically analyze each, to 

demonstrate the similarity and contradiction between China and Western management 

culture (Arbnor & Bjerke, 2001). Through the implication of Chinese and Western 
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culture, this study also tries to compare the different logic behind Chinese and 

Western management methods and understand how to effectively create a team in 

different business organizations through proper management methods.   

2.3. In-depth Interview 

This study uses to survey managers and semi-structural interviews to understand 

the problems of the management and explore the differences in difference 

management of Western and Chinese leaders. This study also seeks to discover the 

difference in strategy makings between western and China management. Based on the 

research objective, I have designed the following procedures and interviewees. During 

the interviews the script was written and tapes were recorded under the consensus of 

the interviewees.      

2.4. Interviewee Questions 

As mentioned my study seeks to understand the differences between Western and 

Chinese culture through studying business leaders in Western and Chinese culture. 

Because there are too many business bodies, which could have been studied, this 

research selects business leaders (managers, CEO, Co-founder, etc.). For example, by 

studying the Chinese tycoon Yun Ma and the AliBaBa online his retail site. He 

represents vast difference compare to studying Amazon, which originated from 

Western cultures, despite that both are online retail platforms. The researcher Van 

Voorhis also conducted face to face interviews. They were based on open-ended 

questions aiming at getting information about participation meaning. Participation 

meaning is the way an individual in a society is constructing his or her world, 

interpreter’s vital events in their lives or give those events meaning (Van Voorhis, 

2011). Before an in depth face to face interview, interviewers will in many cases 
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arrange questions in order for them to be previewed by interviewee. The advantages 

of such an arrangement is that the interviewer can monitor the interview conditions, 

for example: whether the interviewee is relaxing in his or her interview atmosphere in 

order to lower the psychological guard of their and guide their conversations to the 

content of the study, and that the question order are fixable and can be arranged 

according to interviewer's wish in order to investigate the inner world of the 

interviewee. In-depth interviews must use atypical questions to allow interviewees to 

freely speak his or her mind to further understand the depth within the mind of the 

interviewee (Timmons, 1990). The interviewee questions are shown in Appendix2. 

2.5. Summary of Method 

Because the nature of leadership and management is difficult to be quantified, this 

research conducts only qualitative research methods and seeks to learn from the 

experiences of successful business leaders and compare their insights to already 

known theories regarding leadership qualities and management methods.  
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3. Literature Review 

The aims of literature review are both to illustrate the conventional management 

theories and alternative management methods evolved from the Chinese culture. 

Good interpersonal relationship among team members or between employees and 

manager will improve business operations (Stevenson, 1990). This research did a 

comparative study on Western and Chinese leadership culture, for the purpose of 

effectively analysis and explain the contents of different management implication, this 

research will discuss the literature review in three parts: leadership, team-building, 

and management in Chinese culture. 

3.1. Leadership  

 These theories focus on studying leadership and quality. Based on different 

explanations on the origin of a leadership character, there are theory of traditional 

leadership and modern theory of leadership (Blanchard, 2002). The line between 

traditional and modern theories of leadership is based on the different explanations on 

the origin of leadership qualities. Traditional leadership theories believe that 

leadership quality is born and determined by genetics; while the modern leadership 

theories believe that leadership quality is nurtured through practices and can be 

developed by educations. Based on these two presumptions, many scholars have 

conducted investigations and produced different theories regarding leadership (Ayal, 

& Chulasai, 1988).   

There have been numerous definitions on leadership and this research, after 

summarizing the most prominent definition, defined leadership activities as "Leader's 
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decisions and act aiming at achieving organizational objectives, or leadership's 

attempt to effect the behaviors of others using their characters". 

To summarize definition of leadership, we can discover that leadership is the 

unification of authority and influence, the combination of science and art. “Influence” 

is defined as the capacity of changing others’ behavior and psychology during 

interactions with others. Influence is a natural way to lead which makes others to feel 

comfortable to be led and express their voluntary wills and proactivity; while 

authority is a coercive leadership which forces others to be led, and under such a 

leadership subordinates demonstrate their obedience and reactionaries. Leadership is 

like a double-edged sword; it needs support of both coercive authorities to execute 

orders and natural appearance to attract followers. 

leadership is both science and art. Some characters of leadership can be traced by 

a set of rules; while other parts of leaderships require technique to communicate with 

men. But regardless going through authority or influence, the ultimate goal of 

leadership is to reach certain objective (Grint, K. 2000). 

3.1.1. Theories on Leadership Qualities: What Are They? 

Leadership theories are studies focusing on the characters, qualities and 

personalities of leaders and the investigations on the elements that produce successful 

and unsuccessful leaders. 

For a long time, Western management scholars have used different personalities 

and personal characters as both descriptions and standards of successful leaders; and 

these studies attempt to discuss the differences between leaders and non-leaders. In 

other words, leadership theories study the components necessary for a good and 
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efficient leader; and believe that efficient leaderships can be discovered by observing 

one’s traits, characters or personalities (Adam & Brock, 1988).   

3.1.2. Schools of Leadership Theories 

As previously mentioned, leadership theories can be divided into two main 

schools: Traditional character theories and modern character theories. This study 

describes as the following. 

1. Traditional character theories 

Traditional character theories believe that leadership characters are rooted in 

genetics, which are born; and leadership can only be made through these characters. 

The founder of traditional character theories was G.W.Allport and his colleagues who 

studied 17953 adjectives used to describe personal characters. Henry in 1949, based 

on his studies, pointed out that great leaders must have twelve personality traits (Bell, 

1978), which are: strong incentive in accomplishing achievements, being 

hard-working and having desires to take on challenging tasks, positive views on 

overseers and respecting them, great capacity in organization and prediction, being 

decisive, being confident, swift thinking and enjoying learning, striving to avoid 

failure and constant accepting new missions, being practical and looking at what 

happens at present moment, being closer to the higher end of hierarchy than to the 

lower end, having little emotional entanglement with parents and loyalty to the 

organization he or she belongs to. Also, another scholar, Gibb. proposed his theory of 

gifted leadership characters in 1954, which are: outstanding intelligence, attractive 

appearance, eloquence, being mentally healthy, outgoing and sensitive, strong 

confidence, tendency to dominate others (Bourgault et al., 1993).   
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2. Modern Character Theories 

Modern character theories believe that leadership qualities are not entirely given; 

and can be gradually nurtured through leadership education and practice. Many 

proponents of modern character theories provided views on how leaderships can be 

created. Professor of Princeton University, William Jack Baumol proposed ten 

leadership characters that can be developed based on his observations in American 

industries, which are: spirit in cooperation, decisiveness, organization power, skillful 

authorization of power, being adaptive, being responsible, being creative, being able 

to take risk, respect on others, superior working ethics (Wilken, 1979). 

3.1.3. Criticism on Leadership Theories 

The leadership theories mentioned above, traditional as well as modern ones, all 

emphasized that good leaders should have certain characters that suit the position of a 

manager. But leadership theories still have some flaws: leadership theories tend to 

overlook the interactions between the rulers and the ruled, which may play a 

significant role in successful leadership, those theories often fail to present the relative 

importance of leadership qualities and characters in different jobs or industries, 

different theories are based on different evidences and observations, further research 

on leadership characters continue to propose new leadership characters instead of 

marching toward a universal conclusion, leadership theories ignore the environmental 

factors such as the status of the leader; those factors grant leaders power regardless of 

their leadership quality, few theories compare the leadership characters to each other 

and discuss their relative importance (Cassoon, 1982). 

In addition, leadership theories are also criticized for being partial by explaining 

the behavior of leaders solely based on their characters and such simplicity lacks 
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justification. Proper characters may increase the probability of successful leaderships 

behavior but behavior that may seem proper in one circumstance may not seem the 

same in different circumstances (Drucker, 1985).   

The influence of good leadership is getting wider and wider recognition and many 

scholars have started to debate whether there are important differences between 

leadership and management. Harvard Business school leading professor John Kotter 

proposed that leadership and management provide different functions: Management is 

for complicated issue while leadership is for dealing with change. Managers, through 

creating formal plans, designing organizational structure and monitoring the 

implementation of plans, they can create order and uniformity within an organization. 

Leaders, through creating a vision and pointing out direction for the future, can bring 

constructional revolution with an organization and inspiring others to follow him to 

make the change possible. Steven Robbins believed that leaders and managers are 

completely two different types of people. Managers face objective with a passive and 

rational attitude; while leaders face objective with an emotional and proactive attitude 

(Handy, 1992) 

3.1.4. Brief Summary 

While leadership is definitely important in successful management and effective 

team governing, traditional views on leadership, whether believing the characters of 

leadership are by nature on being nurtured, tend to overplay the importance of the 

talents and the gifts of the leader. Modern views on leadership tend to focus on the 

interactions between leaders and team members, the importance of objective and 

external conditions that may shape a team and a leader, and different leadership 

required in different industrial/business field.  
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3.2. Team Building 

The concept of “team” can be traced back to the master-apprentice system before 

the industrial revolution; the theoretical base of team was kindled by the concept of 

group dynamics in Hawthorne Experiment (French & Bell, 1995). A team is a group 

in which a high level of trust is held among group members. Team members help and 

supplement each other with their own talents and skills to accomplish a mission or a 

common goal. In a team, members are required to communicate with each other and 

provide their opinions and offer their gifts to meet the planned goal. The definition of 

a team is much stricter than the definition of a group (Johnson, 2000).   

 As a whole, group building methods have been widely adopted by American 

industry and business and government agencies and the results have been rewarding 

(French,1995).And group building method is also fit for organizations and is an 

intervention technique to improve interpersonal relationship with the group and 

ultimately boost working efficiency of the organization or the team (Chelladurai, 

1993). 

3.2.1. The Meaning of A Team 

   Katzenhach and Smith discussed the differences between a group and a team 

based on the six aspects listed below (Chelladurai, 1994): Leadership: A team tends to 

share the role of leadership; a group has a strong leadership. Responsibility: A team 

balances the role between collective responsibility and individual responsibility; a 

group demands collective responsibility. Goal: A team has specific missions; a 

group’s goal is similar to organizational goals. Working result: a team focuses on the 

collective results; a group demands results from individuals; a team focuses on the 
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collective results. Meeting: a team focuses on the collective results; a group tends to 

demand an efficient meeting. Measurement in efficiency: a team asks efficiency from 

the team itself; a group asks efficiency from individuals. 

Montebello and Buzzotta also have clarified then term of a group” and believed 

that the definition of a group is widely misunderstood. Many of the so-called “group” 

are just some people in an organization working together. A real team should 

demonstrate the following behaviors below (Schein, 1985): a team accomplishes tasks 

by planning, organization, and construction of activities; in a team, members form a 

solid bond based on openness and communication. Group members maintain high 

involvement in decision making, conferences, settling disputes and group 

commitments. Based on the characters of groups, Montebello and Buzzotta have 

identified four different types of groups: authoritarian groups, reactive groups, 

informal groups and genuine groups.   

As above, in my study, I focus on team instead of group, because team has a 

leader and focus on collective results. 

3.2.2. Team Building Methods 

Team building methods have been widely adopted by American businesses and 

organizations, and have helped businesses to achieve great efficiency (Smither et 

al.,1996). Team building concepts can be applied to a collective organization; and is a 

technique to intervene in interpersonal relations and working efficiency of a team to 

improve the team efficiency (Sexton, 2012).  

There are different definitions of team building concepts from different scholars: 
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Team building methods are collective plans or activities to improve team 

efficiency (Huse, 1975). French and C.Bell’s (1995), definition team-building 

methods are the most important intervention techniques in organization development, 

which aim at improving the efficiency of all components in an organization. Team 

building methods seek to form a permanent working group consisting of managers 

and subordinates; and the intervention effort focuses on specific teams, such as startup 

teams, new teams created after organizational changes, working teams or board 

members. About the definition based on American organizational development 

management handbook (J.K Fordyce & RaymondWeil, 1971): Team building 

methods mean a group of people who work together on a daily basis creating a 

working family shared by both the managers and subordinates. And different 

definition from R.D. Smither et al.(1996) is: team building method is a widely 

practiced organizational development technique as an intervention method. It enables 

team members to work together and share skills to improve working efficiency. In 

addition, techniques used in team building methods are mostly built on studies on 

socio psychology and team dynamics; such techniques usually focus on “family teams” 

in an organizations and aim at building family-like bonds among team members with 

shared past and future visions.    

Team building methods are intervention activities performed in a permanent or 

temporary team which has shared organizational goals and where member is 

interdependent on each other. There are five different types of teams: A team led by 

one manager; A team formed by people with shared organizational goals; A 

temporary team that is formed to accomplish a specific or short-term mission; A team 

in which members depend on each other because of their organization positions; A 

team of people in the same organization which are not related to each other, but form 
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an alliance to finish tasks that cannot be done by individual efforts (Wellins et al., 

1994).   

There are various types of team building methods. Some focus on “formal teams” 

which consist of a manager and many subordinates; some aim at startup teams, others 

are designed for reinforcement teams or collaborative teams, or teams created after a 

merge of groups or other organizational changes. In addition, French & Bell pointed 

out that team building methods must consider the following four aspects (Friedman et 

al., 2001): “how are problems diagnosed?”; “what’s the nature of the mission?” ; “are 

interactions between team members well-maintained?”; “how are team members 

interacting with each other?” 

Team building methods are important and their practice will continue to grow in 

the fore seeable future. In modern businesses and politics management, teams will 

face more complicated issues with greater uncertainty, and team building methods can 

provide problem solving techniques for different types of teams by promoting 

cooperation among team members during implementation (Weisbord, 1987). 

Team building methods are also important in helping developing other 

management techniques, such as member participation, task design, reorganizing and 

strategic change. These plans are often designed by management teams and 

implemented through board members and working groups. Team building can help 

the group to create changing plans of high quality and ensure the plan to be accepted 

by organizational members. In fact, most technique related to technique structures, 

human resource management and strategic intervention techniques all rely on certain 

forms of team building to be practiced (Weber, 1958). 
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3.2.3. The Team Building Process  

Huse(1975) proposed five phases of team development: forming, storming, 

norming, performing, adjourning. Two scholars, Penny and Steve (2006) further 

proposed modified framework on Huse (1975). Details regarding the five team 

development phases are: forming, storming, norming, performing, Adjourning. 

3.2.3.1. Phase One: Forming 

During the forming phase, the group and the members have little understanding of 

each other and do not have shared experience or ideas. A group leader must cast his 

creativity and use events such as trips, a house party or camping to lower the guards 

of each members and allow them to exchange thoughts and experiences with each 

other, thereby eliminating the uncertainty and fear among group members and enable 

them to follow leadership and exert their talents. Successful interaction also allows 

group members to observe and learn from each other. During this phase, group leader 

also has to set up rules and objectives to have every team member understand their 

duty and missions. To summarize, the goals to be met during the development phase 

are: 

(1) Having group members to know, trust and support each other 

(2) Establishing the mutual respect and acceptance among team members 

(3) Understanding or clarifying group objective or mission. 

(4) Establishing consensus, shared visions and promise of cooperation. 

Main objectives for group leaders during this phase: 

(1) To establish clear and appealing vision 
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At the forming phase of a group, transitional leaders can mobilize the team by 

creating a clear and appealing vision to create a shared goal among group members. 

Such a vision can be created by the following methods: through telling a tale; 

enhancing the existing vision or allowing group members to use their creativity to 

build one; building a vision through consensus of both leaders and followers; 

assimilating missions into rules and guidelines; using inspiring speech to inspire team 

members. 

(2) Leaders can use some tactics to unify and utilize team members and have them get 

closer to each other. Such tactics include: introducing the person next to you; dividing 

groups into several teams say 2, 4 or 8 people. 

3.2.3.2. Phase Two: Storming 

During this phase, team members begin to develop basic techniques that allow 

them to complete simple tasks together, and leaders must sometimes play the role of a 

couch as a leader, or rule of a physician as a curer. Leaders must be vigilant when it 

comes to team management and prevent bad interactions from happening. During this 

phase, friction may be created among team members due to different personalities and 

styles of each team member, and team members must learn how to support and 

tolerate each other to establish mutual agreements about how the group should 

function. Leaders must have patience in dealing with conflicts. Also the magnitude of 

conflicts in storming varies: Some group may not feel it at all and some group can 

head straight to failure simply because of internal conflicts. Leaders must encourage 

constructive criticism among team members instead of blind criticism, and they also 

must encourage team members to deal with conflicts with an open attitude instead of 

dealing with them as a personal attack (Wilken, 1979). 
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Possible reasons that may cause conflict during storming phases: 

Conflicts between leaders and group members: Some team members may also 

have strong leadership quality and refuse to effectively communicate with leaders; 

Different members may have different interpretations of stated missions or objectives; 

or some members may believe the allocations of assignment are unfair; Different 

members often come from different backgrounds and their experiences and values 

create different methods of working. 

In order to mitigate the conflict, leaders can promote activities and events such as: 

background/experience sharing, feedback activities; communication events; leader’s 

intervention during conflicts; adjusting group structures; adjusting overall goals or 

missions. 

Advices to leaders during storming phase 

(1) Understand the near inevitability of conflicts in group work due to different 

backgrounds, talents and viewpoints. But leaders must not acquiesce to conflicts 

among members. 

(2) Leaders must encourage dialogues and deep talks between members regarding 

each conflict. 

(3) Leaders should learn from each conflict and generate better understanding about 

the backgrounds and tempers of each individual, and understand the importance of 

having different opinions and thoughts. 

(4) To encourage group members to learn how to listen, to express, to think in the role 

of others, to respect, and to tolerate others. 
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(5) To create an atmosphere of freedom of expression by showing an open-minded 

attitude toward every team member. 

3.2.3.3. Phase Three: Norming 

During this phase, the group and each group member have found a way to 

cooperate with each other and mutual consensus regarding how to deal with new 

challenges will emerge. At this stage the group style will develop. Leaders at this 

phase can begin to focus on the group objectives and create proper strategies and use 

those strategies to lead the team as a whole. 

The key character of this phase is cooperation. After passing through storming 

phase, the group finally begins to enter its mode of production, hence the goal for this 

phase are to achieve good working performance and to reach production. 

The Norming phase bares the following characters 

(1) Team members generate amity to each other and enjoy sharing opinions, ideas and 

thoughts with each other. 

(2) Team members have developed their own consensus, rules and norms. There is a 

mutual agreement in “Do and Don’t” when new tasks are coming.  

(3) Sharing of material resources. 

Amid globalization, we are seeing and will see more examples of two different 

management philosophies learning from each other. 

Things leaders should do during this phase are: Promoting deep feedbacks among 

team members, teambuilding activities, rewarding innovations, establishing more 

ambitious group objective, and preserving the existing team atmosphere. 
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Advises to group leaders during the Norming phases:  

(1) The focus of this phase should start shifting from cooperation to creativity. 

(2) Leaders should encourage members to share more detailed parts of their lives, 

such as reading experience, movie experience, family experience or personal 

analogies.  

(3) Leaders must try to understand consensus generated among group members. 

(4) Leaders should share some of the leadership and responsibility to group members. 

(5) Leaders should begin to construct creativity and innovation portfolio for future 

reference. 

3.2.3.4. Phase Four: Performing 

During this phase, group working is reaching a mature status and interactions 

among team members have become smooth. Members carry out their duties without 

being disciplined or rewarded and are often able to finish tasks according to schedule. 

Group members at this phase can effectively respond to external changes and create 

new strategies. Leaders at this phase only have to keep monitoring working 

atmosphere and help members dealing with unexpected challenges or conflicts. 

Teams entering the 4th phase bare following characters (William, 1974). 

(1) Members can focus on duties with little effort being made on understanding 

others. 

(2) Roles become flexible and members can perform roles of other people. 

(3) All directions are problem-solving- oriented. 
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Leaders at this stage should focus on: Making sure everyone has a given 

assignment at all time; Feedbacks and rewarding members; Training programs to 

enable working skills; Social responsibility events; Individual responsibility events. 

Advises for leaders during the 4th phase are: 

(1) All efforts should be made to solve problems or promote innovations.  

(2) Leaders should also use their own experience and knowledge to share some of the 

assigned task and accomplish missions with the group. 

(3) Through face-to-face or online social network, leaders can brainstorm with group 

members. 

3.2.3.5. Phase Five: Adjourning  

Key features in this phase: 

(1) The group mission is accomplished and group members accept new mission or the 

group is dismissed. 

(2) Group members together review their collective experiences. 

(3) New members join the group and a new group is formed. 

(4) New missions are given to the group and the group enters another development 

cycle. 

(5) The group transform from a temporary group to a perpetual group. 

Leaders in this phase should focus on: (1) Evaluation of group performance 2. 

Farewell events 3. Passing down experiences to future leaders 4. Establishing future 

contact routes. 
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Based on the five phases in teambuilding, this research understands its 

implications and development, and is able to more accurately analyze difference in 

Western and Chinese management 

3.3. China and Western Management 

Western management and Chinese management show significant differences in 

management philosophy, methods and implementations. Such differences are rooted 

in culture and history. If we look into the ideologies behind Western and Chinese 

management, they are sometimes not comparable. The Western management methods 

focus on how to modify team ethics and contain interpersonal relationship with such 

methods, contracts and team-building rules; while Chinese management focuses on 

how to build a behavior model based on existing moral and traditional value (Bass & 

Avolio, 1994). 

To understand the importance of working behaviors is however a tasks tor all 

humanity to the first step towards “global management” (Weisbord, 1987). 

    Chinese management and Western management have their own advantages and 

one’s strength is often the other’s weakness. The Chinese management thinking has 

been greatly influenced by Western management, but in late 20th and early 21st 

century, Chinese management, however has realized the limit of Western 

management methods and has gradually returned to traditional management approach 

(Wiseman, 2010). 

Traditional Chinese management begins and ends the management process with 

“people”. “People” are at the center of Chinese managements, in other words, Chinese 

management methods focus on developing the morale of individuals and every 

management effort aims at improving the moral quality of both subordinates and 
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managers. Chinese management methods emphasize both the psychology and 

integrity of individuals (Chappel, 2000).  

In contrast, Western management methods focus on matters and economic 

efficiency rather than the psychology and ethics of people. Western management 

tends to focus on the micro aspects and focuses on maximizing individual talents and 

skills. The downside of Western management methods is that they sometimes ignore 

the influences brought to societies and cooperation between collective interest and 

individual interest (Weisbord, 1987). 

Western philosophy focuses on rationality and aims at knowing the details 

between the mechanical interactions between matters; hence Western philosophy 

focuses on logic. Throughout the development of Western management, its focus has 

also been on logic and studying of models and interactions between teams and events. 

However, there is a difference between managing matters and managing people. 

Matters abide laws of physics and hence their movements are predictable, however, 

people interact with others in a different manner from matters and different people 

have different reactions under given circumstance; while the same person can even 

have different reactions under repeated circumstances, hence managements based on 

pure logic and study of cause and effect often leads to imprecise predictions. 

Management based on China philosophy tends to focus on personal attitude, moral 

development, mentality and other seemingly irrational topics, hence sometimes it 

breeds concepts that cannot be taught but can only be gained through personal 

development. The power of prayer, for example, cannot be learned but is encouraged 

in Chinese management methods, since prayer may calm one's mind and end up with 

higher working efficiency (Young, 1971). 
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3.3.1. China Relationship in Management 

Scholar Hogan & Hogan(1995), through his observation on Chinese entrepreneurs, 

believed that the so-called business network and joint cooperation are the 

collaboration of factories from upstream and downstream of the production chain to 

form a complete network of production and marketing, These organizations create 

very stabilized trades and usually are not bounded by contracts, hence trust between 

companies are held by personal networks, hence in daily business operations 

interpersonal relationship is a very important element to be concerned, because in a 

professional industries people from different departments and fields have to work 

with each other and businesses must seek alliances to survive. 

When business decision makers are choosing partners, the first thing they would 

consider is the business’s past relationships with other companies because allying 

with past allies would make the cooperation predictable. Studies on how business 

owners view relationships and how their opinions adapt and evolve notice that 

business owners often focus on cultivating relationships with politicians, renown 

figures in local communities and other major business owners and make such 

relationships one important cornerstone of business operations, because any ties or 

new ties from the extension of original ties may further develop to a complicated 

relationship web where interpersonal relationship and its influence is ubiquitous(Rost 

& Buzzotta, 1993). 

One of the most successful examples of traditional Chinese businessmen was the 

Chinese tycoon in late 19th century Hu Xue Yuan, whose business covered a variety 

of industries including banking, product distribution, and firearms. Without prior 

education in either modern management methods or professional knowledge in 
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dealing with Western banking system and firearm industry, Hu, starting as a 

semi-literate working class, his accomplishment was surely extraordinary. There were 

distinguishing characters in his style running businesses. Doing things require people 

and human resource is the life line of organization. Hu Xue Yuan knew this very well 

so he offered ample reward for human resource. Yet what he tried to buy was 

employee's loyalty not skill. Hu attempted to use material to motivate people not 

based on their performance, but to buy their heart by feeding their families. The effort 

of building family-like bonds is one of the essential element in Chinese management 

culture. There are just the important characters a successful leadership has, as DePree 

revealed in his study in 2002 (DePree, 2002). First of all, Hu tended to focus on minor 

details seemingly irrelevant to his working duty and create inspirations from them, 

such as the need of preserving candles or the spare use of female hair. Hu’s 

management style tended to begin from the bottom and develop to a whole and his 

business plans usually require a long period of time to complete instead of having 

short term goals one after another. 

Second of all, Hu did not see business as a zero-sum game and rarely thought of 

merger and acquisition, but instead he tended to reward competitors who were willing 

to join partnership, hence most of his clients and partners ended up returning to his 

business. Third, while relationship with local governments and powerful figures in 

communities is also emphasized in Western management (hence there is lobbying), 

Hu spent considerable amount of time and resource on harnessing relationship with 

authorities in Beijing and local communities in Southeastern China. Hu also 

periodically held local charity event to use his influence to persuade landlords to 

exempt peasants ‘annual contribution in bad harvesting years. 
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The employees' attitude, technology benchmark, and expertise are always 

different and if different performances receive the same reward, it becomes a de facto 

reward for the banal and punishment for the outstanding. In order to avoid such 

scenario, there must be a just reward and punishment system to encourage individuals 

to compete against each other and Hu's management method was also based on fair 

reward and punishment. Such method resembled DePree's study in 2002, which 

claimed that salary and promotion are two of the major promotional methods (DePree, 

2002). 

3.3.2. Confucius’ Definition on Management 

Traditionally speaking, Chinese views “management” synonym to “authority”. 

Management in Chinese culture is about coercion and potency imposed on to rules by 

the rulers; or often means leaders or managers’ control over their followers and 

“management” in Chinese language is often related to bureaucracy, therefore the term 

“management” is often viewed negatively in China(Cooperrider & Whitney, 

2005).Yet modern scholars begin to reexamine traditional Confucius culture and have 

been slowly moving to a consensus that “management” purposed in traditional 

Confucius philosophy was a process for human development and an essential part of 

establishing orders and harmony in families and societies (Carter, 2004). 

 Confucius management style began with the development of personal ethics 

and then a person with fine moral gradually becomes leader of a family then of an 

organization. Management in the future, while it seeks systematical plan and 

utilization of resource to achieve organizational objectives, it also cares about order 

and disciplines in leadership behaviors and frictionless team work. The field of 

management covers personal management to management of government or state; and 
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the function of management includes planning, organizing, human resource utilization, 

leadership, negotiation and control (Burns, 2004). 

However, Western managers generally believe that management is a systematical 

approach within a system which utilize internal and external resource to achieve 

organizational objectives. Through the five phases of management, which are 

planning, organizing, leadership, negotiation and control, management can achieve 

organizational goals (Daloz, 2005). Taylor, who is hailed as the father of scientific 

management, believed that management means the most efficient and economic 

method to govern an enterprise (Taylor 1903). If modern society does not have an 

effective management mechanism and operation, society cannot continue, hence 

efficient management is the most vital resource of today’s developed countries 

(Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005). 

3.4. Summary of Literature Review 

Because Western management and Chinese management have different focus, 

they evolve different theories and methods regarding managements. Western thoughts 

are based on empirical evidences and logic and their focuses are about understanding 

the details; and they typically deny the uncertainties and vagueness in human thoughts. 

Such thinking, when being applied to management, it evolves a management method 

based on mathematical models. Yet such models have shortfalls in management 

because it is an abstract field that difficult for fixed, standardized mathematical 

models to adapt. 

This study investigates the implication of leadership and teambuilding, and 

through these two basic concepts, this research sought to understand differences 
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between Chinese and Western management and analyze the importance of 

relationship management in Chinese culture. 
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4. Research Discoveries and Discussion 

Management culture belongs to both the school of science and the school of art. 

As an art, management is controlled by people’s minds and has no set rules to follow 

and is easily changed through one’s will and management methods changed at 

different time and places (Yukl, 2003). Management culture may differ from tradition         

nal management methods by breaking all the written boundaries and rules and 

management cultures of different regions may assimilate to and assist each other.  

This study compared different management styles and used China to represent the 

East and Sweden to represent the West. Through deep interview, this research 

conducted a comparison of those two different management styles in order to explain 

the background of interviewees, this research described interviewee's background in 

“4.1.	   Interviewees Introduction”, cultural differences and how to manage in either 

culture in “4.2.	   Differences Between Asian and Western Management Culture”, 

concepts of management in “4.3. Establishing Proper Management Concepts”, 

leadership qualities on “4.4.	   Characters of Effective Leadership”, comparative 

analysis in “4.5. Difference Between Teambuilding in the West and China” and 

summary in “4.6. Summary”. 

4.1. Interviewees Introduction 

In this study, I mentioned interviewees' background in Table 4-1, then I sorted 

interview records based on the response during my interview. Interviewees 

backgrounds are listed in table 4-1.  
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Table 4.1. Interviewees Introduction 
Interviewees Position Company introduction 

Dean Lee 
(male) 

 
 

 
 
Franchise 
Branch 
Owner 
 
 

Burger Kingis an US-based multinational fastfood 
franchise. The father of the interviewee joined 
Burger King in Sweden 16 years ago and he finally 
held shares of Burger King 3 years ago and became a 
branch store owner. His current salary is $130,000 
plus bonus and now owns three branches in 
kristianstad,Ängelholm, Ljungby. 

 
Yunfeng Wang 
(female) 

CEO And 
Founder 
 
 

“Wang Advanced Consulting” provides consulting 
advices and coaching services to companies in 
Europe for them to establish business relationship 
with the Chinese market. The company offers precise 
feasibility studies and coaching for companies with 
global and sustainable ambition, their coaching 
embraces specific aspects of intercultural 
communication between nations, between 
professional categories and between genders. the 
company offers to develop solutions to help 
enterprises to see through the complexity of business 
operation. They focus on relevant and accurate 
information as well as on the adequate management 
and leadership skills to pull strategies that make 
sense to the companies’ employees and market. 

Sikau Tran 
(male) 
 

CEO And 
Founder 
 
 

Industry: Chinese food restaurant 
Company Name: Kebab Restaurants Sweden (two 
Swedish branches). 
 

Amy Chen 
(female) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Manager 

Flextronic International Ltd (NASDAQ: FLEX) is a 
multinational electronic manufacturing and service 
company. It was founded in Silicon Valley in 1969. 
The company opened its first foreign factory in 
Singapore and became the first US-based electronic 
manufacturer company that had oversea factories. Its 
expansion to Singapore also initiated Flextronics' 
global strategy. Flextronic International currently has 
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its global headquarter in Singapore and branches in 
over 30 countries. The company employs more than 
200,000 employees and its products and services 
include PC, communication platforms, automobile 
parts, aerospace equipment, product, logistics...etc. 
 

Austin Chen 
(male) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Manger Dell is current the second largest PC company and is 
the top choice of computer brand in direct selling. In 
the field of American PC market it has constantly 
remained 2nd place and the target audiences are from 
personal or family consumption to general companies 
or even government agencies or educational 
facilities. In just 15 years, Dell has established its PC 
Kingdom and after its first Worldwide Web Service 
in 1996, its online trade volume hit $10,000,000 in 
year 1998 with at least 300,000 order requests in US 
alone, and in 1999 its website alone already created 
sales of $14 million. 
 

Ivan Cheng  
(male) 

 

Vice 
President Of 
Procuring 
Department 
Of Tsinhua 
UniGroup 

Tsinhua UniGroup is a listed company in Chinese 
Stock A market. The company was found on March, 
18th in 1999 and became a listed company in 
November of the same year. UniGroup, as a branch 
company under TsinHua University, is one of the 
most successful examples of a university-based 
industry in China. The company relies on the robust 
strength in scientific research and development and 
the engineers graduate from the college to maintain 
its advantage in human resource, innovation, 
branding and marketing route. Tsinhua UniGroup is 
one of the key investments of the Chinese 863 
scientific research development plan and on the top 
100 Chinese industry list. 
 

Resource from: this study 
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4.2. Differences Between Asian and Western Management 

Culture 

Based on the interview topics designed by this research, interviewees have 

proposed their own views on the interview questions as listed below. One of my 

interviewees b believed that it is very important to understand the differences from 

culture to culture, and one must respect the cultural background of the other. As the 

interviewee’s replying: 

“It is impossible to lead a Chinese team with the U.S management culture just 

like it is impossible to lead an American team with Chinese management style. As a 

manager, in order to extend his or her reach to different regions, he or she must 

respect the difference between different regional cultures and understand the 

backgrounds of his subordinates. Understanding and respecting difference are the 

first step to cope with the impact coming from differences.”  

However, there is some different perspective form the West, such as the another 

interviewee’s response as the following: 

 “Asian management culture tends to focus less on a set of rule or plan but 

more on dealing with the change and adapting to different conditions, such as 

labor’s moods or external changes, such as state policies; while western 

management culture tends to focus on separation of tasks and management 

strategies.”  

The interviewee compares the difference between the West and share his 

experience,  

“Western management culture also focuses on estimation of probability and 

feasibility and creating a War plan by establishing small groups and each small 

group will carry out different tasks and they must think of not only how to complete 
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their tasks but also have to create plans to defend challenges from other groups. In 

other words, Western management culture focuses on independent thinking; and 

teams sometimes play the devil’s advocates to balance and check each other. In 

contrast, Chinese management culture usually has a single task for the whole 

group to discuss; the details of the plan are developed through communicating with 

each other; and the overall task is usually determined by the team leader. The team 

leader will announce the task and have everyone in the group voice their opinions 

and other people can alter their own plans after each one’s opinion is revealed; also 

in Chinese management culture, a team has a consensus of respecting each other’s 

interest, and differences are often tolerated instead of being debated. Western 

management culture encourages different plans being carried out by individuals 

and a consensus gradually forms through constant debates. Such a consensus 

includes independent thoughts and every team member’s participation instead of 

simply following the task given by the leader. In other words, in Western 

management culture the executors of the plan are also designers of the plan and 

each team member has power to influence other members; while in Chinese 

management culture, there are group discussions and communication, but the aims 

of discussions are to oppress, not to encourage, different thought...”   

In order to demonstrate the must genuine response from interviewees. This 

research truthfully recorded the response as above. Another respondent however 

thinks,  

“Chinese management methods also repudiate expressing feelings or giving 

criticism in straightforward and blunt member… instead they are usually done in 

private spaces and managers tend to hint employees about the problems instead of 

directly criticizing certain behaviors....”  
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To sum up, the emphasis of “emotional bonds” in Chinese team culture and the 

blend of working ethics and interpersonal relationship have played and will continue 

to play vital roles in Chinese businesses and Chinese management theories. How to 

balance such “emotional bonds” with western managements in order to maintain 

working efficiency in a way that is accepted by the deep-rooted Chinese believes in 

how teams should be run, will continue to provide Chinese managers and business 

owner a major challenge.	   	  

Based on the result of the interview, I have summarized the Chinese and Western 

management culture as below. Here are 8 point views of differences between in 

Chinese leadership and Westerners’ leadership:  

1. In Chinese culture, guidelines and leaderships are important. Correct guidelines and 

leadership lead to correct decisions; In western culture, rules and regulations are 

important and behavior must follow established rules.   

2. In Chinese cultures, collective thoughts are emphasized, which means that each 

team member expresses his or her opinion before the team; in western culture, logic is 

emphasized and thoughts must follow a set of philosophical disciplines.  

3. Chinese culture pays attention to systematic or holistic thinking, which means to 

think one single issue from different perspectives; in western culture, systematic 

operation tends to dominate, which means a task is run by a set of rules. 

4. In Chinese culture, personal development is emphasized, in western culture, team 

performance and efficiency are the main focus.  

5. In Chinese culture, moral codes must be followed and past experiences are valued; 

while in western culture managers focus on problem solving techniques and 

innovation.  

6. In Chinese culture, expression is more important than debate. In other words, each 

team member is allowed to voice his or her opinion before others but few challenges 
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will be made regarding his opinion; in western culture, debates or intensive debates 

are believed to be necessary. Western management methods encourage constructive 

confrontations and constructive confrontations is a vital component in western 

management culture. 

7. Chinese culture encourages tolerance of authority and individuals are encouraged to 

move upward; while western culture encourages equality, which means one deserves 

whatever his or her merit pays. 

8. Chinese culture focuses on grand concepts, traditions and harmony; western culture 

focuses on strict logic and details. Western culture also pays attention to grand 

concepts but details must be fulfilled during the implementation of concepts. 

The difference between Chinese and Western leadership culture, this research will 

go a step further to investigate the bases for management concepts. 

4.3. Establishing Proper Management Concepts 

This paragraph sorts management-related concepts based on responses of the 

interviewees. A Chinese interviewee said such: 

“True management concepts aim at simplifying the complicated, to 

popularizing the professional, and to regularizing the elite. The basic of 

management is to reduce the most complicated duty to the basic concept of 

“humanity”. China philosophy is teaching that an event may be viewed 

extraordinary in the minds of intellectuals but also may be viewed commonplace in 

the minds of laypeople. In other words, each manager has a different style and 

leaderships but as a leader, his or her styles or management methods must be 

acceptable to average people because at the end a team can only be a team if there 

are followers. Leaders must be open to every single possible final decision and be 

able to persuade others to follow them.”  
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When I asked one of my interviewee about what are the spirits of management? 

Interviewee answered that management require a strong will as well as emotional 

understanding. It is important to remember that “management” is all about “to 

manage”, because few people really want to be managed.  

An interviewee responded to my question as such: 

“For example, in a class a teacher may be able to dispense rules to prevent 

students from talking, looking at each other or passing notes and students may 

seem to follow such a “management”, but it is impossible for the teacher to 

understand what’s going on in each student’s mind. It is important to know that 

whatever management position won’t enable someone to exactly capture the 

thoughts of others and a successful manager focuses on enlightening others with 

knowledge rather than simply directing their behaviors.” 

Based on the outstanding responses from my interviewees, I selected the most 

relevant information and summarized it as below: 

Good management must create ways to develop the potential of team members 

and such potential belongs to every team member, which means that managers must 

allow each team member to develop his own talent and managers must try not to 

intervene during such a development. Good management, in other words, tends to 

allow each individual to govern himself to freely develop their talent and intelligence 

to the maximum. 

An interviewee who has had a long history of working in the West told me his 

personal experiences as responses to my interview questions: 

“In our company’s management disciplines, the first rule is to respect 

individuals. A manager must inspire each team member to manage himself. In 

other words, true management is not about how the rulers govern the ruled but how 

to inspire the potential belonging to each team member. Our members are very 
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loyal to our managers and they are immune to external attractions such as higher 

salary offers from headhunters, because out team runs like a family and establishes 

a strong bond among each other. Emotional bond is stronger than steel because it is 

intangible and cannot be destroyed.”  

A Chinese manager, based on his own personal working experience, responded as 

below: 

Because Chinese culture was generated by a combination of vastly different ethnic 

backgrounds and has had a long history of evolution; and recently Chinese culture 

also rapidly absorbed many European elements, the Chinese business culture is much 

more eclectic than conventional wisdom believes and it provides a fertile ground to 

develop management theories with Chinese characters.  

In literature review, some scholars thought "Chinese management culture, on an 

ontological basis, focuses on the function of men and their influence over the system. 

Chinese management culture tends to emphasize holistic development but ignore 

individual characters; in contrast, western managers focus on rules and regulations to 

maximize the efficiency, in other words, western management focuses on system 

more than men."(Bass et al., 1994). It corresponded to the response of interviewees in 

this study. 

From responses from interviewees, we can discover that managers from West and 

China must understand the cultural differences first before respecting them.  

4.4. Characters of Effective Leadership 

About my interviewees views of differences between Chinese and Western 

management culture, I think the difference lies on the view over relation between 

individuals and group. Western management culture encourages adventurism and 

personal struggle; promotes competition, innovation and aggressive pursuit of being 
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outstanding and wealth and fortune. While Chinese management culture begins with 

‘interpersonal relation” and “family-culture”. Chinese management proposes 

collectivism and team work and encourages harmony while reduces conflicts. Chinese 

management concepts rely on mutual agreement in moral values and attribute 

assignments based on hierarchy and family ethics. 

  Study on past successful Chinese businessmen before Deng’s economic reform and 

westernization showed that Chinese management culture focused on collectivism, 

connection with communities and distribution of interest (James, 2004). Collectivism 

is formed by strong bonds among community members and team or community 

members are required to consider the interest of others and loyalty to the authorities 

first (Daft & Lengel, 2000). As the interviewee’s replying: 

  “Companies that are governed by collectivism philosophies tend to spend a much 

longer time to accomplish a single task compare to companies that are governed by 

individualist ideologies, but in exchange, collectivism-oriented companies also 

grant each employee a chance to participate in the process of decision making and 

understand the long-term goal of the company; while in western management, 

timely and speedy decisions are usually created but additional time and effort must 

be spent for decision makers to “market” their decisions among their employees.” 

  A manager in China has had deep feelings about managements in the East. He said 

the following: 

  “Chinese leading also are aware of the “emotional bonds”, which play a critical 

role in Chinese international relationship. To “save face” is a very important 

concept in Chinese culture and it is not uncommon that Chinese employees develop 

very close relationships to their overseers and managers and managers tend to relax 

execution standard for those who share close bonds with them. Such phenomenon 
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is the root of rampant corruption in Chinese industries, but at the same time it is 

also the cornerstone of Chinese team culture and Chinese society, and ignorance of 

“emotional bonds” in Chinese leading culture would lead to lack of lubricants 

between individuals and sometimes even business disasters. In western 

management style, efforts are made to divorce working disciplines from 

interpersonal relationship and rules are often strictly implemented as they are states; 

but in Chinese team management, minor errors are often tolerated as long as they 

do not violate a few grand principles laid out by the company or by the rulers.”   

  On the characters of effective leadership, interviewees had different views, there 

were six different interviewees. From interviewee 1 to interviewee 6, Chinese and 

Western managements have some shared ideas regarding efficient leadership. I have 

sorted out the interviewees' response as the following points:  

1. Enjoying challenges. Successful managers view their career or lives never-ending 

challenges and constant learning is required to deal with every incoming challenge. 

What’s the most important is to move on to another challenge once a mission is 

accomplished. 

2. Passion and sharing. Successful managers must be able to share beliefs and 

visions to others like a missionary does. Good managers play the role of flare, 

which engenders wild fires; or the role of light tower to guild all the incoming 

vessels.  
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4.5. Difference Between Teambuilding in the West and 

China. 

The nature of business is universal and the ultimate goal of businesses, in western 

or in the elsewhere, is to profit, therefore teambuilding activities in both western and 

Chinese businesses are somewhat goal-oriented (Evans, 2000). In my view, team 

members will be selected based on their abilities in different types of problem solving 

and each team member will be given independent assignments that they have to 

complete at a certain time, however, there are differences between western and 

Chinese team building effort. Considering the following response from interviewees:  

  “……if you are to ask me how Chinese businesspeople tend to build their teams, 

as someone who has seen and is used to Western team building method and is now 

also doing business in China, the first thing I can tell you is that the two are quite 

different when it comes to details. Western team buildings almost always give each 

team member clear objective(s) and each member will receive task specifically 

related to their expertise; then each member will also receive detailed instruction on 

how to complete the task. Same cannot be said about Chinese team 

building…….during Chinese team building processes, each team member will be 

told about the final team objective but not so much about the details. While each 

member is given his or her own assignments, those assignments are 

interchangeable and it is not uncommon to see one team member doing the works 

of others while letting others to do part of his works in exchange, and Chinese 

managers have no problem with it. It appears to me that Chinese manager cares 

less about personal ability and more about strong interpersonal relationship in 

which people helping each other with a mutual consensus that they must complete 

the final project on time, using whatever methods they can find as long as the 
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mission is accomplished. For Chinese team building, interpersonal relation is 

always the most important, and each team will have to rely on a few talented 

members helping others to do their assigned part while others may demonstrate 

their reciprocity by either helping those “actual leaders” do some minors things 

such as fixing computers or writing programs, or in some cases, money is involved. 

Those are all acceptable in the eyes of Chinese managers as long as the final 

objective is achieved.”  

  One interviewee had especially deep impression on the spirit of Western 

management culture: 

"In western management it is very important to constantly check the performance 

of each individual and managers are supposed to give each member criticism or 

instruction should one member fails behind his schedule, but in Chinese team, what 

managers need to do is to make sure that each member deals with each other well 

and constantly helps each other. Managers do not actually demand performance on 

each member and have faith in the team that as long as they work closely like a 

family, they will eventually get everything done. It is funny, while China is officially 

an atheist country, Chinese team building is more like a religious organization and 

managers act as a pastor to excite and calm team members. Chinese management 

focuses on people, not performance. " 

  To sum up, Chinese team building focuses very little on the processes and 

know-hows, but instead Chinese team counts on the family-like bonds between 

members under managers’ inspiration as well as members’ obligation to authority to 

encourage team member to work with and help each other to accomplish a larger goal, 

and as long as the final objective is completed, each member has the equal share of 

the reward and managers do not pay too much attention on how the end goal has been 

achieved.   
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4.6. Summary: Differences in team leadership  

Because of differences in cultural and historical developments in the past few 

thousand years, Western and Chinese cultures differ significantly and those 

differences eventually lead to different team building methods. Culture is one key 

determinant in leadership styles and Chinese culture naturally leads to a different 

“atmosphere” in team building due to its unique history and culture. This study 

summarizes some pronounced differences between western and Chinese team 

buildings and leadership cultures.  

From both literature review and our interviews, we have discovered that 

significant differences between the Western and Chinese view on leadership, 

management, relationship and teambuilding do exist. First of all, regarding 

relationship between managers and subordinates.    

First of all, in Western organizational and interpersonal relationships, Westerners 

are committed to maximizing interests and competitiveness and value the balance 

between right and obligations; also Westerners tend to treat right and workers at equal 

standing and one cannot exist without the other. However, Chinese management 

encourages individuals to sacrifice for organizations and discussing individuals right 

with managers is often seen as a controversial move of bargaining with employers.  

Interpersonal relationships in Chinese organizations resembles filial piety and 

collective fidelity and Chinese business emphasizes collectivism and weigh team 

performance over individual rights, and do not preach a mechanism that leads to fair 

interest distribution. Chinese concepts in individual rights are instead rooted in the 

belief that leaders have obligation to share his revenue and wealth with their people. 

In exchange, Chinese society generally accepts the notion that people who are at 
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higher positions are entitled to enjoying privileges and those who are at the bottom 

should absolutely follow the orders from their managers and leaders. 

Also, Chinese management culture has a unique concept of “saving face”, which 

is the tendency of repudiating criticizing others in the public. Chinese management 

styles therefore try not to hurt the feeling of employees with words and Chinese 

managers often have a much higher tolerance for repeated mistakes compare to their 

western counterparts. Even for employees who have committed gross mistakes that 

have led to serious loss of the company, Chinese managers often offer hint for 

voluntary resign to that particular employee instead of directly informing him that he 

will be discharged.   

On the functions of rules and regulations, Western managements heavily focus on 

the scientific side of management and believe that all or at least most of the results 

can be achieved by following a set of guidelines in close detail; but Chinese 

managements emphasize the art of management, which is discovering talents that can 

achieve tasks without rules and instructions. Instead of following the rules, Chinese 

managers more often spend effort on how to bend the rules toward to behaviors that 

may lead to greater team performance. Chinese business cultures believe that clear 

rules and regulations are detrimental to the vitality of an organization and rules and 

guidelines are in constant change and it is employees’ duties to adapt to changing 

orders because rules are enforced whenever the managers believe such enforcement 

can lead to good efficiency. 

Finally, on the teambuilding methods, we have discovered that Western team 

building methods tend of focus on fitting the right person into the right position, while 

Chinese team building methods often rely on developing a strong, family-like bonds 

among team members to create an inseparable team and in such a team everyone is 

free to share their talents with every other team member. Western teambuilding 
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methods, while also focus on mitigating conflicts among members and put efforts on 

creating peace and understanding within the team, such effort will be shifted to 

demanding results from each member once the initial developmental stages have 

passed. 
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5. Conclusion 

With the developments in society and economy, the importance of teams in 

organizations is becoming more and more pronounced. However, the general ideals 

regarding how to manage effectively and create a sound leadership in the west and in 

China are different in many ways. From both literal reviews and interviews, this 

researches have summed up some perceived or subtle differences between western 

and Chinese I through this research. Before going further, an advice this research 

must offer to managers is that it is very important to understand the differences 

between western and Chinese leadership when team members are from different 

cultures and try to collaborate the advantages of different management styles to 

maximize the efficiency of the leadership.  

Because of differences in cultural and historical developments in the past few 

thousand years, western and Chinese cultures differ significantly and those 

differences eventually lead to different team building methods with distinctively 

different characters.  

The first of those differences is understanding in “rights”. For Westerners, right is 

about maximizing interests and competitiveness while keep the balance between right 

and obligations; also Westerners tend to treat right and obligation at equal standing 

and one cannot exist without the other. However, Chinese management styles 

emphasizes personal ethnics and belittles personal interest. Traditional Confucius 

philosophy encourages individuals to sacrifice for organizations and discussing 

individuals right with managers is often seen as a controversial move of bargaining 

with employers. Both Chinese managers and Chinese society view employees who 
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discuss their personal rights as being irresponsible and lack of endurance and those 

employees are less likely to be given important tasks or positions in their 

organizations. In many of Chinese business organizations, discussion related to 

individual obligations and right is a taboo and in most of interviews, recruiters place 

volunteered responsibility as top priority in the selection processes. While how do 

define volunteered responsibility is up to each person, Chinese society tends to 

believe that it is something employees should have and very few Chinese business 

work on how to promote responsibility among employees. 

The second difference is the idea of “respecting others”. Both in west and in 

China people understand the importance of respecting others. But in China, the 

concept of “saving face” serves as the lowest benchmark as respect toward others and 

Chinese often retaliate when they feel that their inner integrity and pride are hurt. 

Chinese management styles have a mutual consensus of not hurting the feeling of 

employees with words and Chinese managers often have a much higher tolerance for 

repeated mistakes compare to their western counterparts. Even for employees who 

have committed gross mistakes that have led to serious loss of the company, Chinese 

managers often offer hint for voluntary resign to that particular employee instead of 

directly informing him that he will be discharged. Chinese managers also tend to 

avoid giving detailed instructions to employees and employees have to figure out how 

to correct their behaviors by themselves or talking to people who are familiar with his 

managers.      

Then Chinese management also shows a different use for rules and regulations. 

Western managements heavily rely on them and believe that all or at least most of 

behaviors of members of an organization must follow a set of rules and guidelines, 

but Chinese managements emphasize on discovering talents that can achieve without 
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rules and instructions. Instead of following the rules, Chinese managers more often 

spend effort on how to bend the rules toward to behaviors that may lead to greater 

team performance. Chinese business cultures believe that clear rules and regulations 

are detrimental to the vitality of an organization and rules and guidelines are in 

constant change and it is employees’ duties to adapt to changing orders because rules 

are enforced whenever the managers believe such enforcement can lead to good 

efficiency. 

Suggestion to Western managements 

From the micro level of corporation management, Chinese management methods 

can have practical application. Chinese culture emphasizes harmony and respect, 

which leads to obedience to leadership and promotes unity and eventually 

competitiveness; also, with the growing intense of knowledge and information along 

with the flat design of modern organization, human factors play a more important role 

than before and managers who want to maintain competitiveness must first focus on 

self-development and set an example for other employs to follow the same suit in 

order to boost the competitiveness of the organizational as a whole. 

Since Chinese management focuses on development of men as well as individuals' 

cooperation with his team, organization and state, Chinese management method can 

facilitate the integration of organizational members. One core concept in Chinese 

management that worth advocates is the concept of sacrificing individual interest for 

great benefit and this research suggest that Western management culture should take 

this concept seriously and study how to integrate such concept with modern 

management theories. 
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Appendix1 

This study investigated two different industries (scientific technology and food) 

and their managers. This study tried to find out how do they perform effective 

leadership in Western and Chinese organizations that have completely different 

business cultures. In this interview, all technology firms are headquartered in the West 

and the interviewees are managers or above with many years of working in Western 

companies; for food and restaurant business, most of the managers have restraints 

open in Western world. 

The restaurant managers in this interview were Westerners but they lead different 

teams. Burger King has Western working team while Chinese restaurant has Asian 

working team. 

Appendix2 

This research has sorted the interview process as below, according to literal 

review and related theories. At present, about my interview questions are: 

1. What subjects are included in the duty of a business leader, according to your 

opinion? 

2. What are the features of business leader's behavior? 

3. Based on your personal experiences, what are the obstacles when you are 

performing business leadership? 

4. Please briefly describe the characters of managers who have efficient leadership. 
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5. This study has four aspects: "developing business objectives" "maintaining work 

quality" "improving work efficiency " and "establishing perfect business conditions". 

Which one do you think is the most important aspect when a leader is performing 

leadership? Why? 

6. Do you believe that leadership will influence workers' efficiency? For what 

reasons? 

7. What are the effective strategies to improve the working efficiencies of workers? 

 

 


